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SUBJECTS OF RESEARCH

I. Economics of Environment: Agricultural Economics and Ecological Economics.

▪ Working on relation between environmental taxation and responsibility (RSE, crowding out effect).
▪ Working on problematic of indebting of Indian GMO cotton farmers (socio-economic impacts, suicides).
▪ Working on phenomenon of incertitude and irreversibility in decisions of investment of heterogeneous economic agents.
▪ Working on relation between environmental nuisance and creation of new inequalities in local communities.

II. Development Economics: Social and Environmental Durability.

▪ Working on relation between well-being, poverty and vulnerability as determinants of environmental risks.
▪ Working on reinforcements of capabilities and resilience (endogeneity of inequalities).
▪ Working on conditions of accessibility to natural resources.


▪ Working on economic, environmental and moral dilemmas (exclusion and interaction of altruist and responsible behaviours).
▪ Working on behaviour mechanisms (motivations) favouring altruism and cooperation toward generations and toward ecosystems.
▪ Working on heterogeneity of economic agents (identity tensions, behaviour strategies and coordination).

EDUCATION AND UNIVERSITY TITLES

2006: Accreditation to Supervise Research
2003: PhD Thesis

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCES

2018 : University of Prishtina, Faculty of Economics, Prishtina, Kosovo.
Since 2015 : Belgrade Banking Academy, Belgrade, Serbia.
2014-2015: Guest Researcher at the Centre of the Research in Economics, Management, Modelization and Applied Informatics (CEREGMIA) at the University of Antilles, Martinique.

EXPERTISE (COMMENTED AUTHORS AND TRANSLATIONS)

STACKELBERG Heinrich Freiherr (Von), German to English (translation and coordination), Springer Ed.
JONAS Hans, German to French (translation and coordination), Vrin Ed.

LECTURING ACTITIES

University of Nice Sophia Antipolis (UNS), Course of 30 hours.
RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION AND COLLECTIVE RESPONSABILITIES

2008-2017: Holder of the Research and Doctoral Supervision Grants (PEDR), and Bonus for Scientific Excellence (PES).


Specialized in international trade (regional competitiveness), ecology/sustainability (natural hazards, renewable energy), econometrics (indebting), rural economics (GMO, food security), finances (subprimes, credit risk), modeling (Phillips curve) and RSE (ecologic sustainability, enterprise performance).

1) “Food Security and Agricultural Liberalization: Appraisal of Food Situation in the World”.
2) “The Socio-Economic Impact of the GMO: The Case of Agricultural Producers of Cotton Bt in India”.
3) “International Spread of the Subprime Crisis and Mechanisms of Transmission to the Real Sector”.
4) “The factors of the regional competitiveness”.
5) “Analysis of the Transition toward Renewable Energy in Tunisia: Risks, Stakes and Strategies to Undertake”.
6) “Corporate Social Responsibility: A Lever for Ecological Sustainability: Comparison between the Northern and Southern Shores of the Mediterranean”.
7) “Valorization of the waste of the tourism sector in Tunisia”.

Notes obtained: « Very honorable with unanimous jury congratulations » (highest grade in French system) for all thesis. Works financed in form of allocation of research or within a special scholarship grant.

SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION - SELECTIONS OF ARTICLES (indexed AERES, CNRS, EconLit).

MAIN PUBLICATIONS and SECONDARIES

1) MAIN PUBLICATIONS (published in peer-reviewed journals):

DEVELOPMENT ECONOMICS & ECONOMICS OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT:

- **On Environmental Capabilities**:

2017


2016


2015


< 2015


ECONOMICS OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT:

- **On renewable energies**:

2015


< 2015


- **On environmental taxation**:

9. « Green Taxation and Individual Responsibility », *Ecological Economics* (cat.1), vol.63, n°4, pp.732-739,


- On CSR (Shareholders):

DEVELOPPEMENT ECONOMIQUE :

- On Informal Work & Family Economics/Strategies:
- On Social Capital:
- On Coordination:

2) SECONDARIES PUBLICATIONS: Publications that sit outside economics, but remains accessible to economists

- Main discipline: Mathematics (Game Theory):

- Main Disciplines: Psychology & Philosophy (Sports Ethics & Socio-Economic Constraints):

- Main discipline: Management Sciences (Entrepreneurial Dynamism):

Main discipline: Economics & Philosophy:

- On the long time:

- **On motivations:**


- **On Artificial Neural Networks:**


**Publications related to supervised theses (finance):**


3) **BOOKS** (thematic list):

**ECONOMIC DEVELOPPEMENT :**

**Essay:**


**ECONOMICS & PHILOSOPHY :**

**Manuals:**


**Chapters:**


**Collective Books :**


**Dictionaries & Encyclopedias:**


**Translations** (as Editor and Translator):


**HISTORY OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT:**

Translations: